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The Image of Fairfield

The Naut closes, may reopen in Spring
by Jeanne Burke and Stephen J. Humes

The Nautilus Cafe was forced to close its
doors on Monday, December 2nd, as a
result of a Sheriffs notice issued to its
leasee, William Daniel Gregorio. Financial
problems, health and fire code violations
were cited as reasons for the shutdown by
both the landlord and the Naut's former
owner.
According to Steven Levine, who owns
the building, the bar will be renovated. He
is not sure what he will do with it after the
renovations are completed. He said he will
probably re-open it this spring, possibly
with a new name. Levine commented, "It's
time that the place is cleaned up anyway."
The building in which the Naut is located has been standing since before the
Depression. It has been known as the Nautilus since 1965, when it was taken over by
the Gregorio family. The most recent owner, known as Barney to many of the Naut's
local patrons, took over the business when
his father died. He was forced to close by
Superior Court Justice Judge Thomas C.
Gerety, who ruled last week that Levine

could take over the business.
Levine said that Gregorio's business was
hurt by the rise in the state's drinking age,
noting, "Once you outgrow being a kid, this
isn't the type of place you want to come to."
The building also had many violations according to Levine, because the electrical
and plumbing systems have not been upgraded recently.
The massive renovations involved will
probably keep the Naut closed over the
winter. Levine commented,"After all, this
is a landmark, it has to be done right."
Gregorio said that Levine called inspectors to the property regarding electrical
cords loose by the front windows, and due
to a fire exit in the back which was bolted
shut. "They told me to clean the place up,"
said Gregorio. He added that he complied
with requests by authorities and freed the
blocked fire exit. Gregorio said he cleaned
the bar every day.
The Naut has been the primary bar for
Fairfield University students for over 20
years. Gregorio said, "I've seen more Fairfield U. kids go through my place than you
can imagine. God bless you kids."

Gregorio and his lawyers are working to
try and recover financially for the court order which "gave the business toLevine," said
Gregorio. "I think the courts are very unfair that a man can run a business for 25
years and have it wiped out from under
him," said Gregorio.

Levine said that the upgrading of the Naut
will be good for the neighborhood. He
doesn't know yet whether he will be able
to find a new tenant or will open the business himself, but Levine predicts that it will
be, "a nice place to come to... a place you
could be proud of."

The Naut, a Fairfield tradition, closes its doors to all business

N.Y. raises legal age to 21, students irate
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP)-Raising New
York's minimum drinking age from 19 to
21, starting today, should make roads safer
by cutting down on drunken driving, state
officials say, but they acknowledge that
Washington's threat to withhold $90 million in highway funds also was a consideration.
College students are grousing about the
new law, but some say they expect to keep
on drinking anyway.
New York joins 31 other states that already have a minimum drinking age of 21.
Connecticut raised its minimum age from
20 to 21 as of Sept. 1. Another five states
have approved legislation to raise their
drinking ages to 21 sometime next year.
New York's drinking age was raised from
18 to 19 in 1982.

A proposal at the State University of New
York at Albany to ban all beer kegs from
dormitories met with a student petition drive
and a mass call-in to the president and vicepresident that tied up telephone lines.
Unlike states such as Connecticut, New
York's "grandfather" clause that would
preserve the right to purchase alcoholic
beverages for those who were of legal age
before the new law.
To prevent young men and women from
losing jobs in restaurants and taverns,
however, the laws permits 18-year-olds to
serve alcoholic beverages on the job.
Anyone under 21 who attempts to purchase an alcholic beverage through fraudulent means is subject to fines of $100 and
a year's probation. Those 21 or older who
buy alcohol for underage drinkers face fines

up to $500 and 90 days in jail. Bars, restaurants and clubs may lose their liquor licenses
if they are caught serving minors.
Student leaders opposed the law, arguing it unfairly punishes the majority of 19and 20-year-olds who don't drive when they
are drunk.
"Nineteeen and 20-year-olds are not likely to alter their alcohol consumption or
drinking behavior regardless of the status
of the purchase age," said Jane McAlevey,
president of the Student Association of the
State University of New York. "The only
thing that will change is the way in which
they will obtain alcohol."
Proponents say the law will prevent 2,300
highway deaths and injuries over the next
two years, save millions of dollars in health

care and property damage costs and significantly reduce alcohol abuse among
teenagers.
State officials say they saw definite
benefits from raising the drinking age to 19.
According to the state Department of Motor Vehicles, there were 2,584 injuries or
deaths from accidents in 1981 involving
16-, 17-,and 18-year-old drivers who had
too much to drink. Three years later, there
were 1,551 injuries or deaths from accidents involving the same age group.
Nineteen and 20-year-olds represent
about 4 percent of New York's licensed
drivers, but drivers from that age group are
involved in 12.4f percent of alcohol-related
accidents resulting in injuries or death, said
William Stevens, a spokesman for the state
Division of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse.

Priest presents moral dilemma on apartheid
by Stephen J. Humes

The issue of apartheid South Africa was
presented by a third lecturer for the Fall
semester on Tuesday, by a catholic priest
who claims it is immoral to divest and disinvest.
Rev. Oliver Williams, O.S.C., a professor of Management and Ethics at the
University of Notre Dame, spoke in a lecture presented by Fairfield's program in Ap-

Rev. Oliver Williams, O.S.C.
[Photo by Karen Haney]

plied Ethics. He was introduced by Dr. Lisa
Newton, the program's coordinator.
Williams focused his discussion on moral
and ethical considerations by the business
world. For Williams, there are three positions from which U.S. companies doing
business in South Africa can choose. "They
can wash their hands and pull out, they can
put pressure on the government to change
their policies, or they can mobilize
resistance, say the apartheid system is
wrong, and get out."
Williams takes the second choice. "I
would argue it is the moral thing to do to
stay in." Williams added, "I believe the economic pressures and protests and external
pressure has some hope in overcoming
apartheid."
Williams defends his position by saying
the U.S. companies in South Africa have
already defeated the apartheid's system of
racial separation within their own work environments. "I think it's true to say that in
the workplace, it (apartheid) is being overcome." Williams, who spent the summer
in South Africa and touring for Notre
Dame, said "there essentially was no discrimination in the workplace."

Williams claims that U.S. companies
have violated laws by allowing equal pay
for equal work, blacks to hold responsible
positions, and racial mixes while eating
lunches. The problems, according to Williams, rise when blacks and whites leave
the plants. "It doesn't matter how much
money they have, the blacks can't own good
land because the whites have it all." The
blacks must carry their identification papers
at all times, and live in segragated areas of
towns and cities.
Williams said that the U.S. companies A.J. Winder scores against Utica in last Monhave all agreed to the Sullivan Principles, day's win. Stags are now 2-1 on the season.
[Photo by Remy Steiner]
a group of statements against the apartheid See Sports.
system postulated by Leon Sullivan, a pastor of a protestant church in Philadelphia.
INSIDE THIS WEEK
He said Sullivan added another principle:
News
1, 2, 3
that every company must affectively lobby
Editorials
4
the government to change. Sullivan gave
Science
Week
5
his challenge two years and said he will adPolitics
6,7
vocate massive pullouts and demonstrations
Tour Guides Features .... 8, 9
if the government does not change its apartFeatures
10, 11
heid policies by May of 1987.
Arts & Entertainment
13
The lecture was the last in a series of
Classified/Crossword
14
university presentations on the South AfriSports
15, 16
ca issues. Athol Fugard and Donald Woods
both spoke earlier in the semester.
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Benney speaks at convention
by Connie McKenna

<sM

Boos

Cheers

to dorm damage - it's nothing to be proud
of.. .to the scheduling of the Yale and
Syracuse basketball games over Thanksgiving and Christmas break.. . Stag fans would
like to be around for these important
games. . .to the closing of the Naut - this
time it's no viscious rumor. We can't have
Fairfield without this institution.. .to the
"Scrooges" who give assignments just before exams.

Dr. Alfred Benney of the Religious
Studies Department at Fairfield University attended and gave a presentation at the
yearly meeting of the American Academy
of Religion during Thanksgiving break.
The convention, which was held in Anaheim, California, lasted three days and was
attended by more than 3,000 people.
Most of the members of the American
Academy of Religion are college and
university educators who meet regionally
as well as once a year nationally to discuss

Microcomputer program planned

to a long weekend and turkey leftovers
(boos to the long ride back)... to the displays in the library.. .yes, we appreciate
the creativity... to professors who write for
the Mirror. . .to Christmas T.V. specials ... don't miss "The Grinch"... to the
Deli's Christmas decorations.

Fairfield. Conn. "Utilizing Microcomputers in Financial Institutions," a two-day
program will be offered on December 9 and
10 at Fairfield University's Center for
Financial Studies for department heads,
branch managers, personnel officers, customer service representatives, loan officers
and operations personnel — anyone who
needs a working knowledge of personal

KITCHEN

Eileen & Jack Ciarletto's

Shop Early For Your Folks Back Home!

C
O
R
IM

HOLIDAY SPECIALS
CUTLERY — UP TO 25% OFF
Henckels Four Star Sets
Gerber 3 Piece Starter Sets
Henckels Steak Knife Sets

R

PLUS
Receive a free bottle of French Sparkling Juice with each
purchase of a Bourgeat Wine Cooler!
Now $13.95
Reg. $16.95
Holiday Hours: Open Sundays 12-5 pm
December 9 Open Monday-Friday 9:30-8 pm • Saturday til 6 pm
2359 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield

MIDAS^>TOUCH

Monday-Saturday 9:30-6, Friday til 7
10% Discount with Fairfield U.I.D.

JEWELERS

20* on

with Fairfield University
I.D.
LAYAWAY NOW
FOR
CHRISTMAS
14K Gold
Chains
Charms
Rings
Bracelets
Earrings

offer expires 12-25-85

9-5:30

9-8
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STAR
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computers and the latest financial software.
The workshop provides intensive training and hands-on experience in using the
IBM Personal Computer with an emphasis
on applications for the financial executive.
Program leaders are Dr. Edward Harms,
president of Interactive Business Systems
and co-author of "Introductions to APL and
Computer Programming," and Richard J.
Cummings, president of Gajan Technologies Inc., a consulting firm specializing in
small business computers . More information is available by calling 255-5995.

Student receives
Sullivan scholarship

Visa, MC
1547 Post Rd.
Amex
259-4895
No other sale prices apply

374-1118

Wed.
Thurs.

issues in religion and hold presentations and
guest lectures. Benney's presentation, entitled "Media Production for Religious
Studies" discussed the use of and methods
of various media resources to enhance the
teaching of religion.
Benney commented, "the convention was
important not only to establish relations
with other professors, but to stimulate
thinking and generate new ideas about religious topics." Although he admitted that
"sunny" California isn't always sunny," Benney added the convention "was of utmost
importance in that it renews enthusiasm."

Deirdre M. McPadden, a resident of Vernon, Connecticut, and recipient of the John
J. Sullivan Scholarship at Fairfield University meets with Mr. Sullivan to explain her
program of courses. A scholarship was
created by friends of Mr. Sullivan when he
retired after 24 years as first selectman of
the town of Fairfield, in order to honor a
political science student. Deirdre, a graduate of East Catholic High School in Manchester is a pre-law student who has served
as a residence hall advisor, writer for the
Weekly Mirror, and member of Pi Sigma
Alpha, the national political science society, and Alpha Mu Gamma, the foreign language society. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. M. Russell McPadden and her
mother is the executive director of the
Rockville Area Chamber of Commerce.

Coffee, Tea, Bagels, Hard Rolls, Newspapers
Donuts, Danish, Muffins, Soda and Cigarettes

WE DELIVER

NFL HALF-TIME PLATTERS
Soups, Stews, Chili
Ask about our Daily Specials

FAIRFIELD 259-1649
61 UNQUOWA ROAD

(featuring) BOARS HEAD DELI

1779 Post Rd., Fairfield

Precision • Cutting, Perming & Coloring

Z59"0099

10% Off Sandwich Orders With This Ad

Expert • Nail and Make-up Application

Don't miss tomorrow's concert

The MIRROR and WVOF
present

THE UNTOUCHABLES
Oak Room 4 p.m.
Tickets $6.00
—Beer will be served in Oakroom—
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WVOF wakes up listeners
by Maureen O'Reilly

Are you one of those people who has to
wake up for a dreaded first period class,
or do you get up for breakfast every day?
Maybe you're getting up to do some last
minute cramming for your bio test?
Whatever your reason for "early rising"
WVOF now has a morning show designed
to help.ease the shock of awakening.
The show runs from 7 to 9 a.m., Monday through Friday, and plays mostly mellow rock, folk rock, pop rock and a lot of
acoustic guitar music.
The program is produced by junior Ancilla Fritz and her staff of five students:
Patrick Edmonds, Stephen Dempsey, Brian Russell, Tim Buckley and Jim Kishian.
Each show is run by a "morning team,"
which means that there are two disc jockies on each program.
"This show is going to be as much information as it is music," stated Fritz. It includes campus happenings and campus
sports news, as well as national, local and
music news, and, of course, the weather.
Fritz says one of the show's goals is to
help "people become more aware of what's
going on in the music world." The morn. ing show promotes local musicians and
clubs, and gives general information about
rock history. The staff uses research from
music publications and information from
local papers and local bars to "give the

MIRROR

Campus
Calendar
by Denise Graziano

V

Information for the calendar may
be submitted in writing to Box P
or to the Mirror.

8

Sunday

• Women's Chorale/Men's Glee Club
Christmas Concert
• Gonzaga Aud. 4 p.m.
• Chorale Reception
Faculty Dining Room 6 p.m.
• Campus Ministry Meeting
• McElaney Room 8 p.m.
• Gonzaga Two Floor Retreat
Bannow Faculty Lounge 3 p.m.
• Men's/Women's Swimming v.
Providence, Rec Plex 1 p.m.
• Women's Basketball Warner's
Classic, Alumni Hall 2 p.m.

listeners a chance to be more informed all
around. If they want to experiment and be
exposed to different kinds of music, they'll
know where to go," said Fritz.
There are featured spots on each show.
Daily features include the ''Music Workout," which "involves the D.J.'s creativity," said Fritz. They must find three songs
which go along with a "morning theme,"
talking about waking up, the morning blues,
etc. Another daily feature, "Musical Morning," traces historical events in rock and announces the birthdays of rock musicians.
The features entitled "Field Fair" and
"Music County" are aired every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. "Field Fair" provides a detailed overview of the week on
campus. Special lectures, field trips and
movies as well as club, sport, academic and
social activities are discussed. "Music
County" gives information about the week's
upcoming music happenings. This includes
on-campus musical events as well as groups
which are playing in local clubs.
"Tuesday Trivia" involves the disc jockey asking one rock trivia question on the
air. The D.J. asks for listeners to call during the show. Once WVOF's new equipment is used, the D.J. will take calls on the
air and the first listener with the right answer will win a "morning certificate" for
breakfast at McDonald's or Dunkin'
Donuts.
Fritz described a three-day feature begin-

Thursday
• FUSA "Sidewalk Cafe" with
Danny McCarthy C.C. Lobby,
Lunch
• Mirror/WVOF Oakroom Tix Sales
C.C. Lobby, Dinner
• Townhouse Meeting
Oakroom 7 p.m.
• FUSA Legislature meeting
Faculty Meeting Room 7:30 p.m.
• Glee Club
Gonzaga Aud. 5:30 p.m.
• Faith & Justice Meeting
Bannow Faculty Lounge 7:30 p.m.
• Honors Program
Bannow Faculty Lounge 4:30 p.m.
• Nurses Tutorial B318 7 p.m.
• FUSA Movie: "Ghostbusters"
Stagher 8 p.m.
• Politics Meeting FOB
3rd Floor Lounge 3:30 p.m.
• Fairfield Literary Review
Canisius Ground 5 p.m.

Monday
Chorale Gonzaga Aud. 6 p.m.
Mirror Meeting
Bannow Faculty Lounge 7 p.m.
Women's Swimming v.
CT College, Rec Plex 7 p.m.

Trident Records
Best Selection of Posters,
Used Lps priced from $.99 to 2.98
Maxell, TDK & Sony

255-1838

AUIIftTOrS
Ice Cream Manufactory

57 Unquowa Rd.
Fairfield, Conn. 06430

(Galleria BIdg. in back of Herrell's)

Buy 1 Hot
Fudge Sundae
Get 1 Free
(with this coupon)

ning on Tuesday which is entitled "Wakeup Calls." This involves the D.J.'s calling
up students and waking them up on the air.
The "friends" of the "victims" may request
trie call by writing to the station (Box R)
and specifying the date, time and victim of
the wake-up call.
"Wednesday Wind-ups" devotes the last
four songs of the show to a featured artist.
The morning team asks listeners to write
in and request their favorite artists.
In the future, the morning show plans to
have weekly specials. Fritz says the staff
would like to conduct a written survey to
find out the top 88 songs on campus (to correspond with their 8^.5 designation on the
dial). A countdown of these songs would
be featured all week.
Another weekly special will be "Dawn
of the Decade," which will emphasize music
history. Each daily program would concentrate on one decade beginning with the 40's
and ending with the 80's on Friday. The
D.J.'s would do research about a particular decade and feature three of the decade's
most popular artists.
The morning show aims to do a lot more
than simply entertain. The programming is
designed to create an informed listener someone who knows something about the
past and present. The listener will learn
about music history and can find out what's
happening now - through national, sports,
campus and local club news.

6

Rev. Edward J. Lynch, S.J.

ft

In Memory
The entire Mirror staff would like to
extend its sympathy to the whole University community and the family of Rev.
Edward J. Lynch, S.J. The former dean
of the Graduate School of Corporate and
Political Communication died Wednesday, November 20. Fr. Lynch, who was
58, stepped down recently, because of
knowledge of his illness.

Friday

Saturday

• Gonzaga Dorm Council
Candygram Sales C.C. Lobby
Lunch
• Mirror/WVOF Tix Sales C.C. Lobby
Lunch and Dinner
• Mirror/WVOF present
"The Untouchables"
Oakroom 8 p.m.
• Commuter Club Faculty
Dining Meeting Rooms 8 p.m. ,.
• Board of Trustess Meeting
McElaney Room Noon

• Women's Basketball
Warner's Classic Alumni Hall
6 p.m. & 8 D.m.
• Men's Basketball v. St. Joseph's
Alumni Hall 2 p.m.
• Men's Swimming v. NYU
Rec Plex 2 p.m.

10

Wednesday
Tuesday

• Club Tuesday: Christian
Felloi A/ship, C.C. Lobby, Lunch
• Char nbers Singers Concert
Gon2 aga Aud. 8 p.m.
• Glee Club
Gon2 aga Aud. 5:30 p.m.
• Staff Association Luncheon
Oakr Dom, Noon
• Circle i K Meeting N214 7 p.m.
• Men's 5 Basketball v. UConn at
New Haven Coliseum
**FU SA Bus Provided

• Last Day of Regular Classes
• FUSA Cabinet Meeting
McElaney Room 6 p.m.
• Chorale Gonzaga Aud. 6 p.m.
• SNA Dinner
Bannow Faculty Lounge 4 p.m.
• Men's Swimming v.
Central Rec Plex 7 p.m.
• Fencing Club Practice
Rec Plex 7:30 p.m.

FAIRFIELD SKIERS

SKI SUGARBUSH VALLEY, VT
January 5-10, 1986 • $199 Complete
•
•
•
•
•

5 days first class trailside condos
Unlimited skiing on two mountains
Nightly parties at Sugarbush night spots
ALL taxes and gratuities
Optional lessons, equipment, transportation

Contact Jeff Ford, ]oe Heller 366-7470 • STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES

Cta/fd Center

ire- 9:30-5:30'Monday—Saturday
Q'inAin'MnnHaw QatnrHau
Hours:

203-255-2797

"Best Homemade Ice Cream in Fairfield'
70 Reef Road., Fairfield

Studying for Finals?
Take a break and
come to AHington's!

259-6944

11 Unquowa Rd. at Corner of Rt. 1
FAIRFIELD CONNECTICUT 06430
Christmas Gift Items • Exclusive—School Teddy Bears
CRAFT SUPPLIES • STAINED GLASS • CANING
PULLOVER SWEATERS AT FACTORY PRICES FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN
NEEDLECRAFTS • JEWELRY SUPPLIES • STENCILING

Offer expires December 24

10% discount with F.U. ID
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Editorials
Damaging Dorms
They call it "dorm damage" when a student breaks a light or window while
playing ball on a corridor. They call it "wear and tear" when a light bulb burns
out on a corridor, or when a maid scrapes the wall as she pushes her cart down
the hall.
On Thursday November 21, The Mirror reported that dormitory damage figures
which were released recently had almost doubled since last year, indicating students are more destructive than last year.
Such a conclusion over-simplifies the complicated process of dorm damage
calculations.
The director of student residences, whose office serves as an primary function
of Student Services, has the responsibility of taking damages which were caused
by students and charging them to the students.
The task is simple when it involves an outside contractor who comes in for
repairs. Take for example the service which repairs the fire alarm systems. Their
billing rate is over $100 per hour to fix the horns which are damaged on the
corridors, or anything else in the system. Student Services receive the bill and
can pass that on directly to the floor or students involved.
But when the university maintenance crews repair damage, their services are
billed to the housing office through a system which has been called "inefficient"
by some officials in Student Services. The system has, in the past, included such
features as billing twice or more for the same damage, charging but not fixing
the damage, and charging for damage not caused by students. But at the same
time, the mistakes are made in the students favor as well.
Housing's damage figures may be higher for the first semester, in part, because that office has been more efficient in processing damage bills, according
to the new director, Richard Rossi. The dollar increase does not mean students
are more destructive than last year.
Dorm damage incidents still occur both by accidents and by intential student
destruction. In either case, the costs are paid by the students. Therefore, the
burden of responsibility rests on the students to control the problem. Let Student
Services know you care about the charges by holding them accountable. But know
that malicious damages by students does more than break lights or fire alarm
systems. It destroys the students' ability to be treated fairly by Student Services.

Behind the scenes
Tomorrow night's Oak Room event came
about when I joined forces with Brian Sutton, a WVOF enthusiast, and we developed
the plan for a Mirror/WVOF Oak Room.
The whole concept seemed strange for
some, that two media organizations would
even consider running a concert on campus. For Brian and myself, we loved the
idea of planning a concert, especially one
with such a quality band as The Untouchables.
I encouraged the event because I felt The
Mirror and WVOF should cooperate as
communications organizations. Furthermore, Doth the radio and the paper could
benefit from an event which brings students
together to have fun.
EDITMKIAI. ISOAKI)
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Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor.
Telephone-254-4000 ext. 2533 or call us
direct-255-S802. Layout every Sunday night. Ad
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with special editions published monthly on Mondays by The Fairfield Mirror, Inc. All rights
reserved. Copyright 1985 by the Fairfield Mirror, Inc.

Our organizations have had our fair share
of problems over the years. But this Fall
represents a major breakthrough in
communications —a realm which affects
everyone on campus —for both the radio
station and the newspaper.
WVOF is now broadcasting at 100 Watts
with their signal reaching Long Island.
They will be going stereo soon too.
The Mirror has its own new start. The
paper has a newer design with more features and pages than last year. We increased
the circulation by 2000 to include drop-off
spots in the town as well as on campus. Furthermore, we have been using new computer equipment since September, an
investment which has increased our production efficiency to enable us to place more
timely articles.
What these changes mean for you as students is that you now have a better paper
and a better radio station. That's why we
think it appropriate for us to plan a social
event, get more students involved, and form
a partnership between our organizations for
this special occasion.
The planning wasn't simple. Anyone involved in activity planning knows the
difficulty in trying to book a show that will
sell out. We were faced with a dilemma.
If we serve alcohol in the Oak Room, we
lose 200 tickets because the bar takes space
in the room. That means we could guarantee we would lose about $1000 between
both organizations even if there is a sellout. On the other hand, if we have alcohol
in the Stag-her, we could sell more tickets,
but would more people come to the event
if they could not drink in the Oak Room?
We decided that we wanted drinking in
the Oak Room and we would take our
chances. We know we will lose some
money, but both The Mirror and WVOF
feel it to be a worthwhile venture.
I hope you enjoy it.
Editor-in-Chief

A capital W for Wiffle
To the Editor
The Thursday, November 21,1985 issue
of the Fairfield Mirror found its way into
our home recently.
While reading and enjoying your publication, I came across "The True Story of
Thanksgiving" by Draper and Mullen on
pages 10 and 11.
I must take you to task reguarding the
missuse of our valuable trademark "WIFFLE" in this article.
As a trademark, the W in "WIFFLE"
should be used with and upper case letter.
While most of the history continued in

the story sounds okay to me, I did have to
set you straight on "WIFFLE". you can
throw curves with a "WIFFLE"ball. But
play straight when using our trademark. Its
improper use can cause confusion. Please
be sure to use this mark properly in any future issues of the Mirror.
Additionally, the pilgrim who invented
the "WIFFLE" ball was David N. Mullany. He lived just down the street from Fairfield Universtiy in the Grasmere section of
town. The year was 1953 not 1638.
Sincerely, THE WIFFLE BALL INC.
David A. Mullany,President.

Voices Across Campus
What do you think about events such as
the Oak Room tomorrow with WVOF and
the Mirror?

Lara Wolter and Missy Small, '88
We think that it's a good idea that other clubs
are sponsoring major events on campus to
enrich our cultural life here at Fairfield.
Anybody free??

by Danielle Valentino

j

Fran Reed, '86
"I think that it is great that the Mirror and
WVOF were able to jointly coordinate an
Oak Room concert. Steve Humes and Brian
Sutton are doing excellentjobs of planning,
budgeting, and organizing the event. The
Untouchables are great and Kinetic Sect
(the opening act) is even better."

Barbara Eschman, '86 and
Stephanie Bottum, '87
We
think
this will be a great show and we
We think that it's a good idea that WVOF
and the Mirror are sponsoring something don't think FUSA would have gotten as
different in terms of music. We hope that progressive a band. It will be a nice change
people are responsive to it since it is obvi- from the main stream and "Bruce wannaous that both clubs put a lot of effort into be-bands" that have played in the past.
Three cheers for the Mirror and WVOF!
advertising it.
oriqrn •. I'.-.w .'i-oi'i' .'cvv JtlT tscrtift to
aMVtsiil s^ifnoiqtiioj
Kathy O'Rourke and Beth Ryan, '88
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Science Week
Can men get pregnant?
by Cheryl Westlund

It's a given that many more studies will
be needed to assess the practicality of male
pregnancy. But already, a male baboon has
proven that males are able to become pregnant, male mice have carried babies and
there have been twenty four cases worldwide which involved women who became
pregnant after receiving hysterectomies suggesting that perhaps a womb isn't necessary in order to have a baby after all.
Omni, in its December 1985 issue,
checked out the scientific possibilities for
male pregnancy and discovered one testimony of successful male impregnation in
the research conducted by Dr. Cecil Jacobsen of George Washington University Medical School back in the Sixties. As part of
his experimentation with ovarian cancer,
he had transplanted the fertilized egg of a
female baboon to the abdominal cavity of
a male baboon. The embryo had attached
itself to the baboon's omentum(the fatty tissue which is rich with blood vessels and is
suspended in front of the intestines like a
protective flap). "It got adequate blood supply and nourishment," Jacobsen reports.
"So with very moderate chemical support,
the male baboon was able to carry the pregnancy toward term." At four months(a little more than halfway through the gestation
period of a baby baboon), Jacobsen "delivered" the fetus. He claims, however, "Had
we wanted to, we could have easily taken
the pregnancy to term because embryonic

MIND&
BODY
by Cheryl Westlund

Have a craving? Not only pregnant women experience them, you know. A craving
for a particular food is more often than not
nature's way of letting your body know that
you're not getting enough of a certain vitamin or mineral.

development was normal, and the fetus was
alive when we surgically removed it from
the male's abdomen. But we didn't bring it
to full maturity because that was not the purpose of our study." .
In another set of experiments conducted
in the Sixties, Dr. David Kirby of Oxford
University transplanted mouse.embryos
into the testes, spleens and kidneys of adult
male mice. Kirby reported that he had the
most success with the test s where one embryo developed in perfect condition for
twelve days—half the gestation period for
a mouse. Importantly, Kirby's and Jacobsen's experiments showed that testoterone
and other male hormones do not interfere
with normal embryonic development—a
good sign for the first men mothers.
The most significant case of all to this
pregnancy pioneering, however, involved
a twenty-nine year old New Zealand women in 1979. Margaret Martin, who had just
undergone a hysterectomy eight months
earlier, gave birth to a healthy five-pound
baby girl. Martin's gynecologist, Dr. Peter
Jackson, explained that, "an errant fertilized
egg had lodged in her abdomen, on her
bowel, where it received enough nurtrients
to grow to term without the aid or a uterus." Also, he reportedly told journalists,
"the birth proved it was possible for a man
to become pregnant by [surgically] placing
a fertilized egg on his bowel." Omni reports
that approximately one thousand ectopic
pregnancies(those outside the uterus) of this
sort have been reported to this date and that

an abdominal pregnancy is the type of pregnancy the first man mother will have to
endure.
There are some dangers —hemorrhaging
could occur and all kinds of unexpected
results, but Cecil Jacobsen feels, "the risk
posed by an abdominal pregnancy has been
greatly exaggerated [in the medical establishment.] And continues, "Any type of ectopic pregnancy in a closed cavity that can't
expand is dangerous. But the abdominal
cavity can expand. It is a risky condition,
but if the pregnancy is watched carefully,
the risk of death is low."
What kind of men would have a baby you
ask? John Money, during a Kinsey Insti
tute symposium of sex researchers envisioned only one kind of person — the
transsexual. "If male pregnancy ever became possible," Money says, "the first applicants would be male-to-female
transsexuals, because it's so terribly important to them to experience everything a
woman can experience." But men who want
to have babies don't necessarily have to
mimic a female in every respect. Other
males who have expressed interest in this-'
research have been heterosexual meffwho
have infertile wives and single males who
want to fulfill their need for a child. At any
rate, the documentation of a considerable
amount of inquiries made by men interested in male pregnancy seems to suggest that
when the time comes for the first embryo
transfer into a man. . .there will be no
shortage of volunteers.

A craving for peanut butter, a rich source
of B vitamins, might be an indication that
you're under stress and your ordinary B intake has become insufficient. If you catch
yourself reaching for a banana again and
again, it could be because your body needs
potassium—often people taking diuretics or
cortisone (which rob the body of its potassium supply) have this craving. If you're
a little nutty about nuts, you probably could
use more protein, B vitamins, or fat in your
diet. Usually, people under stress tend to
eat more nuts than relaxed individuals.
Chocoholics, or cola addicts, may be per-

sons who are addicted to caffeine and sugar (since chocolate and cola contain a
significant amount of both chemicals). Egg
lovers might be seeking the protein, sulfur,
amino acids and selenium found in the
yolk's fat content. An urge to munch
on an apple could indicate an insufficiency
of calcium, magnesium, phosphorus and
potassium. Apples are also an excellent
source of cholestorol-lowering pectin, so
if you have a tendency to eat a lot of saturated fat (red meat, cheese, butter, etc.),
it could account for an apple craving. A person who craves ice cream may be seeking
to recapture the security of childhood or
may be suffering from a calcium deficiency . Finally, if your yearning is for Chinese
food, it is most often the presence of
monosodium glutamate (salt) in the food
that fosters the craving (people who suffer
from hypertension or those with underactive thyroids are often attracted to this
Oriental cuisine.)

The facts about Mononucleosis
by Dr. Phyllis Braun

[Editor's Note: Dr. Braun is a professor
of Biology]
Infectious Mononucleosis (Mono) is a
viral illness caused by the "Ebstein-Barr"
virus. Classified as a "herpesvirus," it
should not be confused with venereal or
cold sore infections caused by other herpesviruses.
The symptoms of mono are variable. The
illness can be nothing more than a mild sore
throat. It can also cause debilitating symptoms, lasting many weeks or months.
Generally, mono starts with fever, fatigue
and a sore throat. Lymph nodes in the neck,
under the armpits or in the groin are enlarged. It is not unusual for the liver to become mildly inflamed in mono. Rarely this
may be severe enough to cause dark urine
and/or jaundice. The liver inflamation is
almost never dangerous or serious.
Most people consider mono to be a young
adult disease. In fact, probably one-half of
the American population becomes infected with this virus before-the age of five.
Mono in young children tends to be much
milder than in the young adult population
and is usually mistaken for a common viral
infection.
The Ebstein-Barr virus can be found
almost always in the mono patient's saliva
or throat. The virus infects certain lympho-

cytes (B-lymphocytes) found in the tonsils
and similar lymph tissue in the throat area.
From there it spreads to other lymph tissue
throughout the body. Mono symptoms become evident 30 to 50 days after one is infected. Once infected, the body's immune
system mobilizes in an attempt to rid the
body of the virus. Although a patient may
have recovered completely from the symptoms, viral excretion in saliva may persist for months. In addition, the virus
remains in a latent (dormant, inactive) state
in a small number of lymphocytes for life.
It is estimated that at any given time approximately 15 percent of the adult population
who have had mono may be shedding the
virus in their saliva for a short while. Since
they are without symptoms, it is very
difficult to identify from whom the mono
infection is caught.
You can only contract mono once. In
very rare cases people may be symptomatic while shedding the virus. Mono is almost
always a self-limited disease without any
serious long-term ill effects. Patients with
mono may have enlarged spleens. The
spleen is a highly vascularized organ and
is more susceptible to rupture from trauma
when enlarged. It is recommended that no
traumatic sports or activities be taken during the time of splenic enlargement.
There is no effective treatment for mono.
Steroids may occasionally be necessary
when lymph nodes are so enlarged as to
compromise breathing.

So, if you're aware of a particular craving, be kind to your body: eat balanced
meals and compliment your diet with vitamin and mineral supplements. It's an uncontested fact, if you optimize your health,
your appreciation of the world around you
will be enhanced as well.

Science
Currents
by Cheryl Westlund

Gold or bust?
A bacterium by the name of Bacillus cereus may help prospectors discover precious
minerals. According to research conducted by geomicrobiologists Walterson and
Parduhn, counts of the bacterium are
100,000 times higher in the soil above
mineral deposits than over other deposits.
Will shovels, maps and electronic devices
be foresaken for test tubes or petri dishes?
These two scientists hope so.

Sweet smelling sewage
Citizens of Duluth, Minnesota used to
claim the odor emanating from the city's
sewage-treatment plant was more 'foul than
a hog barn,' but thanks to some concerned
sanitation officials, sewage fumes are now
being masked with various perfumes before
being vented into the air. Would you believe the scents came in three varieties^^cinnamon, bubble-gum and pine
scent !

Animals like waterbeds too
At the San Diego Zoo, heated water beds
covered with eight inch thick, puncture
proof aluminum, are being occupied by zoo
favorites such as the leopard, jaguar, monkey and lizard. Zoo research physiologist
John Phillips claims the animals like their
new beds because they act as secure nesting spots, so female species give birth on
these beds which keep their newborns from
catching cold.

Brains & beauty
It was found that less attractive people
tended to score higher on at least one standard intelligence test than their prettier
peers, in a study conducted by two social
psychologists at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and Oklahoma State University.
McCullers and Moran chose 320 students
out of an Oklahoma high school yearbook
and asked students from another school to
select the 40 most attractive and 40 least
attractive among the faces. When both
groups had taken the American College
Test, the plainer students had outscored the
prettier by an average of 7.5 points.

Radioactivity and the pill
In response to near tragic incidents occurring in the past at nuclear plants such
as the Three Mile Island incident in '79, a
non-prescription drug has been discovered
that would block the radioactive iodine a
person's body would take in if a nuclear
tragedy were to occur. Princeton University physicist, Frank Von Hippel, maintains
that Pottassium Iodine, or KI, simply binds
to sites in the thyroid, an area most sensitive to radioactivity, and prevents it from
taking up the toxic radioiodine. N. Y. based
Anbex has begun to market KI in pill form.
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Politics
Taxes: Reagan vs. the middle class
by Robin Kingston

How much did you or your parents pay
in taxes last year? More than enough, if
you're like most people. How much did
some large corporations pay, though - for
example, Boeing, ITT and Greyhound
Corp.? $0.00. They paid no U.S. taxes at
all.
In 1981, Ronald Reagan cut corporate
taxes, in order to ease the financial burden
on American industries. Ease their burden

he did. From 1981 to 1984,129 major corporations, with profits of $66.5 billion, paid
no U.S. taxes. In fact, these companies
gained $6.4 billion in tax rebates. The companies mentioned above, as well as TransAmerica Corp., General Dynamics and
Lockheed, are among the 129 lucky ones.
The middle class is not so lucky, though.
It shoulders the largest tax burden. Reagan
wants to make the situation worse, though.
He has proposed to shift more of the burden onto the middle class. Reagan would

like to see a drastic lowering of taxes for
corporations and the wealthy. He plans to
make up the lost tax revenues from these
sources by taxing workers' fringe benefits,
unemployment insurance and injury compensation payments. He also wants to
eliminate deductions for state and local taxes, child-care expenses and families with
second incomes.
Reagan is now at the point in his tax plan
where he must bargain with Congress.
Though many Congressmen support some,

if not all, of Reagan's proposals, many do
not. Recently one compromise bill passed
in the House and is now waiting for approval from the Senate. In the bill, only
some fringe benefits are taxed, (life insurance is, while health insurance is not), and
deductions for state and local taxes have
been kept. Other compromises have also
been made.
The middle class can only wait and see.
Hopefully it will not be forced to pay many
more taxes by new, unfavorable laws.

Attention
Sophomores
F.U.S.A. wants your views to be heard.
Attend: The Townhouse Policy Meeting
When: Tonight, 7 pm
Where: Oak Room
College Press Service ^1U"C MIL* &nr\

All sophomores are expected to attend
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LISTEN . . . AND YOU'LL SEE
For Every Music Lover...For Every Budget.
Plus . . . THE FASTEST, LEAST EXPENSIVE
REPAIRS IN THE AREA.
_
S^'*
9°

Over 80 brands serviced by ^AX£rT
factory-trained technicians.
Most repairs done on premises.

CAR STEREOS
Sanyo High Power with auto
reverse

DECKS
Technics, Metal tape, Dolby B & C
Now $139.95
JVC Metal tape, Dolby B, soft touch
operation.
Now $99.95
Harman Kardon solenoid, metal tape,
Dolby
Now $229.95
JVC 2 motor, computer controlled logic,
Dolby B & C, tape scan.
Now $139.95

TURNTABLES

$89.95

Mitsubishi auto-reverse, pushbuttons,
and 4-way fader.
$189.95
Panasonic AM/FM cassette.
Great FM.

u

**29

CAR SYSTEMS
Panasonic Digital AM/FM Cassette,
separate bass & treble with a pair of
6x9 coaxial Panasonic
speakers
$299 installed
Sanyo High Power, Auto-Reverse
AM/FM Cassette with a pair of 4"
speakers
$149.95 installed

$119.95

Sanyo High Power, 4-way fader, autoreverse, loudness control.
$129.95
Panasonic Auto reverse with pushbuttons.
$159.95
Pioneer AM/FM Cassette, separate
bass & treble, pushbuttons
$179.95
Pioneer AM/FM Digital Cassette, with
18 presets
$199.95

Panasonic AM/FM Digital Cassette,
Technics belt drive, semi-automatic
auto-reverse, 4-way fader
$219.95
Now $79.95
Mitsubishi AM/FM Digital Cassette,
Sony semi-automatic, belt drive
4-way fader, a ito-reverse
$239.95
Now $99.95
Panasonic AM/FM Digital Cassette,
Harman Kardon semi-automatic, belt
Separate bass & treble, Dolby, autodrive. BEST BUY!!
$139.95 reverse
$249.95
Bang & Olufson fully automatic, belt
drive
Now $199.95

xt-os.

Pioneer AM/FM Cassette, separate
bass & treble, pushbuttons, with a pair
of 6" speakers
$229.95 installed
Pioneer AM/FM Digital Cassette, 18
presets with a pair of Panasonic 6"
coaxial speakers
$279.95 installed
Mitsubishi AM/FM Cassette, autoreverse, digital 4-speaker fader with a
pair of 6x9 Panasonic coaxial speakers
$329.95 installed
Panasonic Supreme Series AM/FM
Cassette with auto-reverse and pushbuttons, with a pair of 6" Panasonic coaxial speakers
$239.95 installed
Mitsubishi AM/FM Digital Cassette,
separate bass & treble, dolby, with a
separate 100 watt amp.
Mitsubishi's Best!
$389.95

FREE INSTALLATION with any
stereo and two speakers

//ADVENT
RECEIVERS
Harman Kardon 20 watts per channel,
discrete circuitry
Now $199.95
Sony 25 watts per channel, digital
AM/FM
Now $169.95
JVC 40 watts per channel digital w/16
presets, 5 band graphic equalizer, acoustic
expander, video ready.
Now $179.95
JVC 25 watts per channel, digital w/16
presets, auto loudness, speaker switch, 2
pairs of spkrs.
Now $13995
Technics 25 watts per channel, AM/FM
digital
Now $149.95
Sony 30 watts per channel, digital,
video ready
Now $179.95

CHECK OUT THE
ULTIMATE HI Fl
VHS MACHINE!!
As always, the best in tapes,
turntables, cellular mobile
phones, headphones, speakers, and stereo systems.

Not responsible for typographical errors. We
reserve the right to limit quantities. No dealers. All
itefns subject to prior sale. No rainchecks. First
come, first served.

1955 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE * FAIRFIELD £36-0114
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Moffet a candidate for governor
Former Congressman Toby Moffett
made official: He's a candidate for Governor of the State of Connecticut.
Charging that "the gap between Connecticut's potential and Connecticut's performance has become too glaring" under
Governor O'Neill's administration, he
stressed the twin themes of new leadership
and innovative action.
The Connecticut Democrat's announcement came first at the Old State House in
Hartford; other announcments are planned
for Waterbury, Norwalk, New Britain,
Middletown, with a final 'celebration' in
New Haven.
It is 'essential to this State's future to have

fresh, dynamic leadership,' Moffett said.
'We are falling behind, and it couldn't be
happening at a more damaging moment.'
Calling himself an "advocate," Moffett
said he'll focus on wise social investments
in the future. He cited educational reform,
child care, encouragement of small business, environmental protection, and
government accessibility as areas he would
emphasize as governor.
Deploring what he termed Connecticut's
"spectator state" status, Moffett said that the
government could become "a powerful instrument for correcting those problems that
we cannot solve as individuals; for empowering the weakest among us; for
promoting equal opporturnity and dispens-

Tokens coming
Motorists using the Merritt and Wilbur that Mr. Daniel S. Muirhead, Deputy ComCross Parkways will soon be able to use missioner of Administration assured her
tokens, State Representative Christine M. that the Department would 'fast-track' this
Niedermeier announced today. The Depart- new contract to expedite the installation and
ment of Transportation is negotiating a new use of new token machines.
agreement to lease token machines from the
'Use of tokens on these Parkways will
ATSI Company located in New York, the help decrease traffic congestion at the toll
same firm which supplied token machines areas, encourage traffic now attracted to the
formerly used on the Connecticut Turnpike. toll-free Connecticut Turnpike to revert to
Representative Niedermeier said that it using the Merritt Parkway, and soften the
would take about eight months to prepare financial burden of the tolls on southwestern
new tokens and machines and install the Connecticut citizens,' Niedermeier
machines at the toll plazas in Greenwich, remarked.
Milford and Wallingford. According to the
House Ranking Member of the General AsAnnual toll revenue (fiscal year 1984-85)
sembly's Transportation Committee, 'while from the tolls on the Merritt and Wilbur
I had preferred the use of existing tokens Cross Parkways is $10.3 million, or $7.3
and token machines, Commissioner Burns .million net income, when the $3 million in
wants to use new tokens because of the con- collection costs is deducted. Average daily
fusion with the current tokens which have traffic in the toll areas for the calendar year
reportedly been used on the New York sub- 1984 was: Greenwich (27,459), Milford
way system.' However, Niedermeier said (42,406) and Wallingford (17,853).

ing justice; and for articulating new standards of excellence."

TRUTH
The past 35 years of peace
have been one of the longest
periods of European peace
in recorded history.

"You will not change state government
in a significant way," he said, "until you
change the state's governor."
Moffett's announcement will be followed
by a six-day state-wide tour, starting
Sunday.

NATO.
/

We need your support.
And the truth is, you need ours.

A moral candidate
by Robing Kingston
We've all heard the arguments for the
separation of church and state and against
the prayer-in-public-schools issue. Now,
though, Roger Headrick wants to start a
new proposal—the merger of church and
state.
Roger Headrick, a 36-year-old real estate salesman, is entirely opposed to the
separation of church and state as dictated
by the Constitution. He thinks they should
be joined. This was his platform for the
1985 gubenatorial race in New Jersey. Believing he was called by Jesus, he ran for
the position of Govenor, as the founder and
only representative of the True Light Independent Party. Headrick believes he was
summoned to lead New Jersey back to the
proper path.
Headrick's stances are fairly straightforward, though not very simple. He is against
abortion, in every case—even in rape and
incest. He is for prayer in public schools;
if he were governor, he would make the
recitation of the Lord's Prayer mandatory
in all schools. And, he would also abolish
pornography. Unlike many fundamental
Christians, who believe in "an eye for an
eye and a tooth for. a tooth," Headrick is op-

posed to the death penalty. In its place, he
proposes life imprisonment with no chance
for parole for those who commit serious
crimes.
Headrick is a unique politician, appealing to the minority of the Moral Majority,
rather than to the masses. His platform aims
not at the primary issues, such as education, toxic waste clean up and enviornmental concerns, rather, at bringing the
government "back to the Bible."
Headrick's campaign received a blow
when his second wife accused him of never
obtaining a legal divorce, before marrying
his third wife. Though Headrick denied the
accustion, it marred his image and his
morally upright platform. He insists that his
three marrages have taught him the value
of family life. This is something Headrick
conciders crucial in today's society.
Though Headrick's chances of succeeding were slim, he was sure of his mission.
Prior to the November election, he stated,
"I have no doubt I'm going to win, because
of what I stand for.. . The voters of New
Jersey are going to send a message across
the nation as to where they stand on morality."
Incumbent Govenor Tom Kean won the
election.

UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE
PART-TIME WORK*$8.00/HR.
Loading/Unloading
Monday thru Friday
Female or Male
Stratford or Norwalk

12:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
10:30 p.m.-2:30 a.m.

5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m
4:00 a.m.-8:00 a.m

Apply in person at:
THE CAREER PLANNING CENTER (LOYOLA HALL)
WEDS. FROM 5:00-7:00 p.m.
OR
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
1010 HONEYSPOT ROAD, STRATFORD, CT
MONDAYS FROM: 9:30-11:00 A.M.
AND
1:30-4:00 P.M.
H'IWH:-<:.IHMI.

tt.l.l.H •
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Tour Guides: Plugging t
by Cathy Crichton

1

Senior Kathy LiVolsi, co-coordinator of Tour Guides on campus.
[Photo by Jamie Given]

Prospective Freshmen tour Fairfield.

[Photo by Jamie Given]

Think back a couple of years ago, to when you
were a confused high school senior, trying to decide whether or not Fairfield University was the
school for you. To help in this decision, you were
probably given a tour of the University by one of
the student tour guides, which undoubtedly gave
you a positive feeling and influenced your final decision to attend Fairfield University.
Fairfield presently has about 100 students volunteering as tour guides. These dedicated students
voluntarily give up their free time to show their enthusiasm about Fairfield to potential students. What
exactly is involved in becoming a tour guide? Two
seniors, Kathy LiVolsi and Skip Hughes, are the student tour guide coordinators. Kathy explains "At
the beginning of each semester, we post signs in
the campus center and dorms announcing a general
meeting to all students interested in becoming tour
guides. At this meeting, Skip and I give the students
background information about the University. Also,
we tell them about our best and worst tours, and
typical questions asked by the parents and students.
The new tour guides then go on a 'mock tour,' where
we take them around the route and show them what
they want to point out and say. When this is finished,
we make up a schedule for each tour guide with the
dates and times of their tours."
Tour guides want to be sure to point out to the
students and parents the library, a typical dorm
room, the campus center, a typical classroom, and
be able to anticipate a variety of questions. Sopho-
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more tour guide Jim Kaishian remarks, "It's interesting to compare the parents' questions with the
students' questions. Parents are usually concerned
with class size and teacher availability, the drinking policy, and student services; the students generally ask about the social life and sports programs."
Typically, a tour guide will give about two tours
a month. However, there is a list of alternate tour
guides who can be called if students are unable to
give their tours,
Now is a busy time for the admissions office, since
most high school seniors are well into their college
search. In addition to students visiting the campus
with their parents, guidance counselors often organize trips at this time with interested students from
their high schools, and tour groups will get as large
as fifty and sixty people! The pressure doesn't let
up until the very end of the year, as the spring
semester is also busy with juniors getting an early
start on their college search and seniors making their
final decision.
New students interested in becoming tour guides
are encouraged to get involved. At the beginning
of next semester another general meeting will be
announced and held for interested students and the
process begins again,
Giving tours and showing your enthusiasm for
Fairfield to potential students is very rewarding,
According to freshman Kelly Corqum, "It's a good
feeling to know that you've made someone's decision easier. It wasn't too long ago when I was in
the same position!"

Senior Skip Hughes, co-coordinator of Tour Guides

[Photo by Jamie Given]
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Features
Wakes are morbid things (or, Confessions of Emma)
by David Rinaldi
Emma was dying. She was convinced.
After dinner she discovered a lump on the
right side of her neck. That could only mean
one thing. "I've got a tumor." Emma spit
it out as if she were announcing a nuclear
holocaust and didn't give a damn that the
missiles would land in the backyard in
twenty minutes. As long as Dad's blueberry bushes were safe. "I won't make it
through the night." She was calm.

She opened her journal and wrote.
"September twenty-first. 1985. This is it.
I'm leaving. Tomorrow I will have stopped
breathing and will be in Heaven. The angels will rake the rotton leaves from my
heart and I will be happy. How do I know
death is imminent? I know. I've heard about
these lumps people get. I saw Terms ofEndearment three times, remember?
Emma closed the journal and lit a
cigarette. She blasted her favorite
Pretenders album and danced to Chrissie

Hynde's teal blue voice. She wrote her last
letters.
She wanted to sing at the funeral. She
wrote her family and confessed that to sing,
to perform before and audience was a dream
of her's but that she was too shy. Emma
reached for a tape recorder and taped herself singing six verses of "Amazing Grace."
"Play this tape before they lower me into
the ground. I want everyone to hear. And
don't give me a wake. Wakes are morbid
things. Just bury me and have the tombstone

say that I died of a broken hip."
Emma wrote to her roommate. She left
instructions for Rita to confiscate all of Emma's lingerie and birth control stuff. "1 want
to die pure. If my parents saw that they'd
disown me. Take whatever you like. You
were fun to live with even if you did have
a hair on your breast that made you neurotic. Now I have a lump in my neck. So long."
Emma woke up the next morning. The
lump was gone.

College bowl - no trivial event
by Joe Draper
November 21st. 1:00 PM. The Oak
Room. This was the time and place of this
year's College Bowl finals. Billed as the
Varsity Sport of the Mind, the opposing
teams clashed in true Gladiator fashion.
With Fr. Bill "Alex Trebek" Cullen moderating, This Year and Ambassador's Entourage squared off for the final toss up
question.
Organized by Lee McElroy, Keith Krom
and Mia Maddox, the College Bowl attracted teams from all corners of campus. Teams
such as Please Repeat the Question, Ontological Arguement, Literary or What and
the Trivial Persuiters drew early notice.
These teams will all have to wait for
another fall classic. This Year lived up to
its lofty goal. They overcame a half-time
deficit, shifted the big MO to defeat Ambassador's Entourage 180-120. Captain
Kerry Besnia and his three cerebral seconds; Brian Sutton, John Hentshel and Jim

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

English reduced their teeming fans with
retorts like "Yes," "Three," "Marsupials,"
and "Gilligan's Island."
However, College Bowl was not without
its dark side. Cut throat tactics such as hiding all the geography books on campus and
putting a closed sign on the library door inhibited preparation. One team was rumored
to have videotaped all the Jeopardy games
for the last six months in order to attain all
world knowledge.
Said one stunned semi-finalist, "If only
they had asked the capital of Oregon. That
was the difference right there. We were certain it was going to be a question. Maybe
we just weren't the better team."
Yes, College Bowl competition is that
stiff. In the end an obviously euphoric John
Hentshal summed the winners' feelings
while sipping a glass of Nouveau
Beaujolais, "I can't wait for Finals."
Good luck John and congratulations to
the winners. You've earned your varsity letter. . .This Year.

FAIRFIELD TRADING POST
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I
I
10% OFF
I
with coupon and Student I.D. • Coupon expires 12-31-85
I
ARMY and NAVY 100* WOOL SURPLUS PANTS I
I
CAMOUFLAGE CLOTHING • EASTPAK
I
I
RAG WOOL SOCKS, HATS, GLOVES
I
1580 Post Road, Fairfield • 259-3498
I
Exit 21 Conn. Tpke • Friday Nite 'til 9 p.m.
I

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
AT

See How We've Grown!

VIVA ZAPATA!

MONKIY
iUSIHI

(15 minutes from F.U)

Come to Viva Zapata of
Westport on Monday Night to
watch the game and enjoy a
few drinks while you're here
Half-time attractions:
Free APPETIZERS

The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.

So Much More Than Balloons!
*

f

It's A Stocking Stuffed
For Heaven
Hundreds of Items
Visit our exciting Card. Gift & Party Shop
Featuring the finest in greeting cards, gills, gill«raps,
stuffed animals potpourri, party goods, stationery and lots more
• Balloon Deliveries • Gorilla* • Clowns • Singing Telegrams
• Belly Dancers • Bunnies • Male Strippers • Panda Bears
• Magicians • Helium Tank Rentals • Decorations

Chips • Salsa
• Beer • Exotic Drinks

/O vJlI any in store purchase with this card*
Free Postage Stamp* with every greeting card you purchase

$1.00 DRAFTS from 8-12

AII

from our large selection, (nm valid on botrd ranis)

530 RIVERSIDE AVE., WESTPORT

1844 Post Rd. Fairfield, CT (off exit 21 1-95)
Fairfield
255-9896

Norwalk
852-1876

New Haven
787-1876

"no! valid with any other discount, balloons & deliveries not included

227-9988 Exit n OFF 1-95

•

*U *
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College Bowl: the Varsity sport of the mind
by Matthew Mullen
My friend Joe called and said: "Hey, this
is your friend Joe calling. How would you
like to be in college bowl?" Heck, Joe, you
know I'm no good at bowling. The last time
I went I put two old ladies and a plumber
in intensive care. "No, not bowling, College Bowl, the varsity sport of the mind!"
Well I always wanted to earn a varsity letter, and I guess they don't give them out at
Toga parties. And I needed to put something on my varsity sweater. That Ratt button was getting worn out. So I told my
friend Joe who was calling to sign me up.
Even if I was out of practice since they cancelled Dream House, I still know the capital of Oregon.
Joe came over and said: "We have to
study to win it all. First we win college
bowl, then you write a book about it, then
the next thing you know your the president
of G.M., your running for office, kissing
babies, driving your car into rivers, and
winning the lottery! Now doesn't that sound
neat?" It sure did. And I was all for it as
long as I was back by Friday for the ratatole our house was planning to cook. Yum.
"O.K. You memorize world literature today and I'll research famous Russian baseball players, and all 85 major world
languages. Better get some sandwiches."
Joe was excited. And maybe a little optimistic. But what the heck, you know?
First came the Bible. I remember the beginning was named after Phil Collins or
something. Then a lot of time was spent in
the desert hanging around with Mo somebody eating bread that fell from the sky.
(I wonder if it wasn't acid rain? I wonder
if hot dog rolls fell too? How about a case
of Busch? Maybe that's when the phrase
"Head for the Mountains" first came up.
Yuck, yuck.) Then at the beginning of Part

2 Jesus comes on and paves the way for future magicians like Houdini. So I knew the
Bible.
The Shakespearean Canon was easier.
First the Comedy of Errors about the
Cleveland Indians, then Julius Ceasar that
gave the recipe for a great salad, and then
A Midsummer Night's Dream about
Dwight Gooden's Cy Young year. And of
course the play named after the board game,
"A Fellow" or something.
The 20th century was easy. There was
that baseball book called Catch 22, and that
book about boxing For Whom the Bells Toll,
and finally the book about basketball The
Iceman Cometh. I learned these facts from
ESPN and Dave DeFusco.
Joe had mastered early Egyptian axe
throwing and obscure South American toe
diseases. There sure were a lot of things
to know in the world. Thank goodness we
had Dave and Tim to round out our team.
"Hello Dave? This is your friend Joe calling. Yeah, have you memorized the Giants
kickers this year? I know you've got the
hardest job, but just keep trying. Has Tim
found the Meaning of Life yet? He has?
Good, tell him to write it down so he doesn't
forget. O.K. see you at the match. Goombylater."
Every moment before the match I tried
t learn more and more. I wanted to know
every thing and I was driving my housemate, Fritz, up a wall.
"You're driving me up a wall!" he said."
No, I won't ask you the capital of Oregon
or what channel MTV is on. Everybody
knows that. I'm betting 5 to 1 that you'll owe
College Bowl money. Your the stupidest
person I know. A squash has more intelligence!" Fritz is a great kidder. And he was
exaggerating. I'm way smarter than most
squashes.
I was determined to learn everything And
some day, someone was going to pay me

a lot of money for this knowledge which
would make me happy because I could buy
food and live and lose money betting on the
Giants.
We entered the Oakroom. Four intellectual desperados with a point to prove. The
Rambos of Trivia. The nuclear missiles of
the mind. The sultans of swing (Wait.
Scratch that last one). Our name: The Ontelogical Argument. Even our name showed
our anger. We weren't a suggestion or a notion or even a quip, but an argument. Grrr.
(I hope they don't ask me to spell Ontelogical)
"Dave, who wrote Romeo and Juliet,
again? "
"Not Again. No it was that guy
Spielberg.'
Right, got it."
We were facing a team called "The
Marshmallow Men." Ha, ha, ha.
"Hi, I'm Arthur, the Captain of the
Marshmallow Men. Don't you think college
bowl is an excellent opportunity to meet
people and talk?"
"Back off ding dong. This ain't no game.
This is a full contact, pain inflicting, division one sport. The Varsity sport of the
mind. Now back off, Jack, I'm memorizing the 50 ways to leave your lover." Whew.

We sat. The emcee came on. "O.K. teams
the first toss up: The name..."
BEEP!
"Marshmallow Men?"
"Antonio Gaxaspegetti."
"Correct for 10 points."
I don't know but the answer seemed a tad
quick.
Toss up. Who was..."
BEEP!
"Willie Mays"
Something told me we were in trouble.
"A type of fruit that..."
BEEP! This time I beeped. "Walnut."
Sorry, minus 10 points for the Argument.
This weak display of trivia continued ad
infinitum. With the score 376 to -5, things
were beginning to look gloomy. Maybe we
should have gotten smart kids instead of
people who would look good in the team
picture. We needed one 10 pointer to save
our souls and ruin Fritz's prediction of us
owing money. Here was the last question.
I had to be quick.
"What's the capital of ..
"Pierre!" I yelled.
"Right! The Argument gets 10 points and
makes it a close second. I guess you guys
really aren't the 4 dumbest people gathered
under one roof. Congrats!"
I told you I knew the capital of Oregon.

A CUT AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters
for Men and Women
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

333-7541
$2.00 off with Fairfield I.D.

TROPBAL,
Slir^lai? Getter
introduces their new

THE TANNING PROFESSIONALS

Try Our Famous Cheese Steak Grinders

NOW
For Fairfield University Students ONLY

CALL NOW FOR
YOUR TANNING
CONSULTATION
UVA Sun Lounge
Unique Facial Tanner

.Bet„«nh°u«l\

Experience Our:
Hot & Cold Deli Sandwiches • Gyros
Hot & Cold Grinders • Crispy Salads
Delicious Pizza

a personalized tanning program

iTROPIGAbJ
. StirjTarj (Seqter -

Have Our Delicious Food
Delivered Directly
To Your Room

St. Thomas Room

FAIRFIELD
50 Sanford St.
(Next to Railroad Station)
255-7414

______

Shop the Holidays
in Fairfield Center
Open Thurs. Nites til 8:00

^cUnfceid Sfatl&K&u

$1.00 Off of Regular Price
(Offer expires 12/12/85)

259-1960
1342 KINGS HIGHWAY CUT-OFF, FAIRFIELD
(Directly Across From Carvel, Near McDonalds)

Lamy, Cross, Parker, and Sheaffer Pens
Nutcrackers, Ceramics, Ornaments,
Stocking Stutters, Hallmark Boxed Cards
Commercial Office Needs
Free Delivery to Commercial Accounts

1533 POST RD., FAIRFIELD • 255-2444
10% discount with Fairfield Universi
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CALL
DOMINO'S
PIZZA TO
EARN FREE
FLIGHTS TO
FLORIDA!
ONEW YORK AIR/ DOMINO'S PIZZA
DOUBLE POINTS ALL THIS WEEK
Every time you order from Domino's
Pizza this week, you'll receive a
Frequent Pie-er Boarding Pass worth
TWO points instead of one. Take
advantage of this special offer now!
COLLECT AND GET A FREE FLIGHT
TO FLORIDA ON NEW YORK AIR
OK Frequent Pie-ers . . . here's your
chance to go to Florida. Just collect 175
Frequent Pie-er Boarding Passes
before December 22,1985, and you'll
be catching those Florida rays for free!

COLLECT AND GET A FREE
ROUND-TRIP BETWEEN NEW YORK

COLLECT AND GET A FREE ITEM
Domino's Pizza Frequent Pie-ers,
here's a chance to get a free item on
a large pizza. Collect 10 Frequent
Pie-er Boarding Passes and, on your
next order, turn them in for a free item.
Your "Frequent Pie-er" Awards Chart
Collect This
Number of
Frequent Pie-er
Boarding Passes

Free Round-Trip Ticket To
Florida on New York Air

FIVE FREE
Bonus Points!

75

Free Round-Trip Ticket between New York and
Washington or New York and
Boston on New York Air

You're off and running.
Count this as FIVE points
towards the redemption of
your award.

20

Free Sunglasses

Expires: 12/22/85

10

A Free Item on Any Large
Pizza

175

AND WASHINGTON OR NEW YORK

AND BOSTON ON NEW YORK AIR
Collect 75 Frequent Pie-er Boarding
Passes and take a break in one of
these great cities.
COLLECT AND GET FREE
SUNGLASSES
Frequent Pie-ers, show 'em your style
with a fashionable pair of sunglasses.
Collect 20 Frequent Pie-er Boarding
Passes and they're yours.
HOW TO REDEEM YOUR FREQUENT PIE-ER BOARDING PASSES.
REDEMPTION FOR NEW YORK AIR TICKETS AND SUNGLASSES
lb redeem your boarding passes lor the New York Air round-trip ticket
to Florida, or the round-tnp tickets between New York and Washington
or New York and Boston, or the sunglasses, mail the required number
ol boarding passes as is staled on the prize chart above, certified
mil, to: Domino's Pizza/New York Air/Cass Communications Frequent
Pie-er Promotion". 369 Lexington Ave. New York. NY 10017 All passes
must be mailed and postmarked on or before February 15. 1986. to be
eligible
FREE TOPPING
lb redeem your boarding passes tor the Iree lopping, collect 10 passes
Then, make sure lo leH Domino's Pizza when placing your order that
you wish to redeem your passes tor the tree item When your delivery
arrives, give the driver your passes in exchange tor the Iree item You
must have the required number ol passes in hand prior to your order
The boarding pass on Bie pizza you order al the lime of redemption is
not appkat* lo thai purchase redemption (Local and state taxes do
ml apply .0 the tree otter)

Receive This Upon
Redemption

367-9956

Only one coupon per redemption.
All other points must be from pizza
pu chases.
Good only at participating stores.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
"Frequent Pie-er" RULES
1. The collection of boarding passes must be between September 9.1985.
and midnight ol December 22 1985 Al all other times and dates the
boarding passes and game structure is null and void.
2 Terms and conditions ol ticket use:
• Tickets are valid on New York Air only.
• Tickefs are non-translerable. non-refundable, non-reissueable. and
cannot be resold
• Reservations may be made only after tickets have been received and
are subjecl to llighl availability.
• Requests lor tickets must be received no later than Feb 15.1986
• Tickets are valid for 6 months from date ol issue and win not be
extended.
• Awards are subject to availability, and may change without notice
• Tickets wH not be valid during the following holiday blackout periods
Holiday
Dates
Thanksgiving 1985
November 27-December 2
Christmas 1985
December 20-January 6
Washington's Bday 1966
February 14-February 17
Easter 1966
March 27 March 31

Holiday
Memorial Day 1986
July 4.1986

Dates
May 23-May 26
July 3-July 7

• All travel musl be completed no later than Aug 15.1986
• Lost or stolen tickets will not be refunded
• Other restrictions may apply
3. Boarding passes are eligible for redemption against only one prize level
and one redemption
4. Any duplication of the boarding passes is considered illegal and a legal
action will be taken against any parlies conducting any action thereof In
addition, any parties acting in an illegal fashion as stated above will not
be allowed to participate in the game
5. Domino s Pizza and New York Air reserve the right to null and void any
redeemed passes reported as stolen or tampered with
6 Domino's Pizza. Inc employees and their immediate families
Iranchisees and/or agencies are not eligible
7 This promotion is subject to termination without notice
8 void where prohibited by law

© '965 Domino's Pizza. Inc
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Arts & Entertainment
Everything is happy with the Hooters
by Mario Somoza
Anyone who has heard of The Hooters
has to agree with me on saying that they
are America's version of Wham! or Duran
Duran. I was first exposed to their music
during the Live Aid telecast, but I wasn't
really captured until I heard their song,
"And We Danced." Their first major label
LP, Nervous Night, proved to me that they
are not just another flash in the pan.
So when my friend called me and said
that he had tickets for their show at the
University of Bridgeport, I got excited and

couldn't wait to see them. Saturday finally
arrived and I found myself in the gym of
the campus just south of us. A band called
The Outfield opened the show, and even
though they are a very promising group,
I kept holding my breath for their set to be
over so The Hooters could get on stage.
And at 9:15, they finally appeared.
The second track on the Nervous Night
record was the first one of their set. Rob
Hyman punched on the synthesizers as they
did "Day by Day." The crowd was ecstatic, everybody sang along as they danced to
the beat. Their stage was simple, some

CONCERT TICKETS
The Best Seats For All Concerts
RUSH
RUSH
Roger Daltry
Roger Daltry
Thomson Twins
KISS
KISS

Dec. 7
Dec. 8
Dec. 8
Dec. 9
Dec. 14
Dec. 16
Dec. 21

(Upcoming) ZZ TOP • SCORPIONS • OZZY
• PAT BENATAR • AEROSMITH

J.D. TICKETLINE

372-3785

7 Days A Week • We Deliver To Your Door

bright colored tubes here and a couple of
steps there. But nobody was interested in
that. The only thing in the crowd's minds
was the music and the presence of Andy
King, John Liley, David Vosikkinen, Eric
Bazilian and Rob Hyman.
Their opener was followed by "Hanging
on a Hearbeat," another song off the Nervous Night LP. Their live versions barely
changed from the studio versions, and
somehow they worked for them. Singer and
lead guitarist Bazilian could communicate
with the audience even when he didn't say
anything. Not once could we stay put because their show was an on-going party, and
the band seemed to have fun on the stage.
This is a factor that some of the "bigs" have
been missing. They played most of the
songs on Nervous Night, some from their
original local album, even "Lucy in the Sky
with Diamonds" by the Beatles. Near the
end of the show, Hyman entertained us with
a solo on the hooter (that weird instrument
which gave them their name). They ended

their set with the danceable hit, "And We
Danced," and then they disappeared from
the stage. At this point, I was sure that the
crowd had gotten more than their money's
worth, but we all kept screaming for more.
After what seemed like an eternity, they got
back on stage for the encore, in which they
played "South Ferry Road." The crowd
loved them so the Hooters had to return for
a second encore. But this time they didn't
play one of the songs on either one of their
LP's. They referred to it as a song they
wrote a long time ago but was on somebody
else's record. They were talking about Cyndi Lauper's hit single "Time After Time,"
which they played flawlessly.
Through their concert, The Hooters have
been able to prove that their sound is not
made out of studio devices, and they sound
even better when performing live. Not only
this, but I could see how talented they are
as guitarist Eric Bazilian kept changing his
guitar to play the mandolin, the sax, the
hooter, and the keyboards. I'm sure that we
will be hearing a lot from The Hooters in
the years to come.

Wonderous stories

by Robert Amoroso
... .My annual 'Top Ten" list of the year's best LP's will irk many people... it
will run next semester. . . Thanks to Christopher Keating for his review of the very special production of The Dining Room.. . thanks also to Mike Lohle for his review of John
Parr/Heart... Mike is, simply stated, a terrific human being... Squeeze is touring again,
this time around it is with Oingo Boingo... Danny Elfman and the boys will blow Squeeze
right out of the water.. . Look for another album from Jethro Tull... I'll bet they will
not be seen on the Chrysalis label, which has almost been their trademark.. .There are
strong rumblings that they are headed for RCA. .. THE UNTOUCHABLES are in the
Oak Room tomorrow night. . .Beer, for those who are legal,will be very accessible so
the upperclassmen will have no excuse to miss what is being hailed as the best Oak Room
event ever held on this campus... I repeat, all should attend... I'm glad to see this year
come to a close. . . .Tempus Fugit.

SMEDLEY'S

Need a place to go that students can afford?
We're known for our Specials

'Monday: Free Pizza During Half-time
Tuesday: 50C Mugs of Beer,
$2.50 for a 60 Oz. Pitcher
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Students: Now that The Naut
Is Closed
Come Give Us A Try
We're Only Five Minutes Away!

Post Road

Fairfield Avenue

2770 Fairfield Avenue
3 blocks past the Beverly Theatre

336-4603
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Ct. License or Out of State Picture License with F.U.I.D. Required
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CAMPUS REP. needed to sell Spring
Break trips to Bermuda, Ft. Laud. Easy
money, Free trips if motivated. Details Call
Collect 401-421-2496 ACT NOW
WINTERBREAK Help us sponsor your
school's winterbreak ski trip and ski free!
Luv Tours (800) 368-2006 TOLL FREE

Classifieds
LOCAL COLLEGE STUDENTS permanently residing and attending school in
Fairfield County to work as telephone operators for answering service. Pleasant,
bright, articulate and responsible individuals. Will train. Flexible schedule.
227-8483.

ADVERTISING SALES REP Work in
close proximity to Fairfield University. No
Experience necessary-we will train. Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors. Car preferred.
$7.25 hour or commission your choice.
Call collect 617-238-9900; ask for George.
METRO MARKETING GROUP.

Crosswords
ACROSS

31 Three-toed
sloth
32 Grain
33 Pronoun
34 Arid
36 Change
38 Goal
39 Recedes
41 Baker's product
43 Be of use
45 Nooses
48 Trade
50 Individuals
51 Anglo-Saxon
slave
52 Time gone by
54 Chair
55 Smaller number
56 Deity
57 Girl's name

1 Opening in
fence
5 Jump
8 Crippled
12 Landed
13 Arabian
garment
14 Roman road
15 Woodworking
machines
17 Shred
19 Showy
flower
20 Musical
instruments
21 Man's name
23 Mend with
cotton
24 Distant
26 Sedate
28 Speck
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2 Word of sorrow
3 Snicker
4 Chemical
compound
5 Possesses

6
7
8
9
10
11
16

35
36
37
38
40
42
43
44
46
47
49
50
53
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River in Siberia
Timely
Liquid measure
Be present
Reward
Transgresses '
Goddess of
discord
Sandarac tree
Allays
Hinder
Novelty
Ventilate
Flying mammal
To have
Spread for
drying
Longs for
Competent
Part in play
Ran away to be
married
Seizes with the
teeth
Detached
Son of Adam
Urn
Scheme
Bristle
Tattered cloth
Seed container
Proceed

PART-TIME desk receptionist. 1-5
Mon-Fri, Weekend availability, Stratford.
Call: The Stratford Club 378-2211
SPEND THE SPRING (AND SUMMER) IN SUNNY SPAIN. Quality Instruction at Economy Prices: Bus. Administration, Hispanic Studies, Arts & Sciences;
Grad course for Spanish Teachers. Contact:
Admissions, St. Louis University 221 N.
Grand Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63103 or SLU
in Spain, C/de la Vina 3, 28003 Madrid,
SPAIN.

Classified Ads
The Mirror will not accept any classified ad
without pre-payment. If you wish to place your
ad in the Counseling Center file as well as in
the Mirror for a $3 fee, please contact the CounselingCenter or call the Mirror at 254-4000 ext.
2533.
Classified Ad Kates
$4 for 15 words or less, $1 each additional 10
words.

Help Wanted
Numbered listings refer to the card catalog in
the Counseling Center. Consult the catalog for
further job information.
CAMPUS MINISTRY OFFICE looking
for a person(s) with artistic talents to help
out on a continual basis with poster and flyer
design. Please contact Susan Connery,
Loyola 14, if interested.
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Lady Stags outduel Northeastern Huskies, 55-53
by Dave DeFusco
You were probably just passing over the
Tappan Zee Bridge or just sitting down to
dinner when the Lady Stags tipped off
against Northeastern two Tuesdays ago.
The student bleachers were closed. Only
the empty thuds of basketballs, the squeaking of sneakers, sporadic intervals of clapping, and music in stereo were heard in
almost empty Alumni Hall. A few of the
men's team stayed and watched, but most
of the Fairfield faithful were comprised of
family of players. It was Thanksgiving
break. Almost everyone went home. But
for the Lady Stags there was still work to
be done. The Huskies of Northeastern had
to be taken care of before any feasting
would take place.

The starting five comprised Pam Rivers,
forward; Tasia Turkalo, forward; Cheryl
Trumbo, center; Trish Barrett, guard; and
Dana Pellegrino, guard.
Forty three seconds into the game Rivers
scored on a layup, which was then countered by a layup for Northeastern. Trish
Barrett then buried a 15 footer and Trumbo canned one off a Pellegrino feed for a
quick 6-2 lead. Patty Costa replaced Barrett at guard.
Joanne Healy and Adrienne Colbert of
the Huskies each canned a basket to knot
the score at six. F.U. then went on a six
point spurt. A Pellegrino ten footer, a
Rivers layup, and another Pellegrino jumper gave the Ladies a 12-6 advantage and
forced a Northeastern timeout at 14:30.

Eli's Educate Stags
by Paul Fabbri
Earlier in the year Mitch Buonaguro
stressed one of the keys to a successful Stag
basketball season. "If we are going to win
basketball games, Tony (George) and Jeff
(Gromos) have to score." This seems like
a reasonable assessment. Last year these
two were one-two on the Stag scoring chart.
George poured in 515 points while Gromos
accumulated 336.
Despite an unusually poor evening from
the senior Ail-American candidate, the
Stags got by Utica last week. George shot
a dismal 1-7 from the floor, ending a streak
of 35 games in which he had scored in double figures. Gromos picked up the slack

: Mike's Pizza :
TAKE OUT ORDERS
-GRINDERSSpecial Mike's Calzones
or Turnover Pizzas
10% DISCOUNT W/F.U.I.D.
FAIRFIELD

255-2292

1560 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
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though, as the junior forward netted 22
points. Last Saturday was a genuine case
of vice-versa.
Against the Yale Elis, George was on
fire. Tony hit on 11 of 18 shots from the
field and was flawless in 8 attempts from
the foul line en route to a 30 point performance. "Tony played an All-American
game," stated the Stag mentor. "If Jeff was
on, there's no doubt in my mind we could
have won the game." With 4:24 left in the
second half Gromos fouled Eli center Chris
Dudley. It turned out to be his fifth and sent
Jeff to the showers, from a game he'd probably like to forget. The smooth shooting
center hit on only two of six shots, scoring
a paltry 4 points. With Gromos on the bench
due to foul trouble early in the second half,
Eli center Chris Dudley took control. The
6'10" junior had 10 points and 6 rebounds.
Had he (2-8) or Yale (45) been able to
take advantage of their chances at the charity stripe, the margin could have been a lot
wider.
"I don't want to take anything away from
Yale. They are a very good basketball team.
They have a good center in Dudley and (Brian) Kasbar is an excellent ballplayer. If they
had made foul shots at Storrs, they would
have beaten UConn. We had that one bad
stretch and Jeff didn't have his best game.
I'll give our kids credit though. They hung
in there after that dry spell. They could have
packed it in."
Dry spell. Last Saturday, Fairfield may
have redefined the phrase. At 19:14 of the
second half, A.J. Wynder drove the baseline and hit a layup, giving the Stags a 39-34
advantage. Close to 3 minutes later, George
hit a 22 footer. It wasn't until 9:08 when
George scored on a layup that the Stags
scored another basket. A 5 point lead had
become a 6 point deficit.

After trading baskets a Huskies surge led
by Healy tied the score at 14. A Healy layup
cutting the defense in half, a steal off Costa
for another Healy layup, and yet another
Healy layup off a steal made F.U. fans
tense. The aggressive woman-to-woman
defense was pushing the F.U. guards and,
thus, the offense away from the basket. The
pressure of the woman-to-woman coverage
was frustrating and tying up the offense,
manifesting itself in a few travelling violations.
Turkalo broke the six point run with a
free throw. Eut the Huskies came right back
with a basket to give them a 16-15 lead with
nine minutes to go.
A Costa freebie, and a Turkalo layup and
jumper pushed the Lady Stags to a 20-16
lead. However a 6-2 Huskies run knotted
the score at 22 with 4:33 left, and forced
a Fairfield timeout.
When play resumed a Huskies basket,
two Costa freebies and a layup off a
Pellegrino feed on a fastbreak, a Healy jumper, a Rivers jumper, and a Poole (Huskies)
layup kept the score deadlocked at 28. But
Pam Rivers ended the half with two free
throws and F.U. took a lead, 30-28, going
into the lockerroom.
The second half opened with a Turkalo
layup and a Rivers layup off a Turkalo miss
which extended the lead to 34-28.

A Healy jumper and a Colbert layup off
a steal from Trumbo, two freebies by Dana
Williams and a Healy fastbreak layup sandwiched around a Pellegrino jumper tied the
score at 36.
A 7-2~run by Fairfield broke the deadlock
with 10:45 to play. But with the score
43-38, the Huskies went on a six point run.
Two Healy jumpers and a Colbert layup off
a steal made it 44-43 Northeastern with 9:24
to play. The Lady Stags countered with
their own six point run. A Voegler 6 footer, and 2 Turkalo layups grabbed the lead
back, 49-44. With 6:50 to play, Karen
Brandt replaced Pam Rivers. After 2
Huskies free throws, Brandt answered with
a layup assisted by a crosscourt pass from
Pellegrino. Costa followed with a 12 footer, and a strong move to the hoop by
Pellegrino made the score 55-46 F.U. with
four minutes to play.
The Huskies then made a final bid but fell
short. A Green layup was foil wed by
another Green layup and a converted free
throw after a foul- 55-51 with 2:21 remaining. A baseline jumper for Northeastern
foil wed by an F.U. turnover resulted in a
55-53 spread with :21 to play and the
Huskies with the ball. Then the screws
tightened, and the storm windows inserted. Air-tight defense had the Huskies
scramble for a last shot. A Healy heave
clanged off the rim. The women in Red and
White could now feast contently.

However, the Stags d-idn't die. Troy
Bradford canned a 22 footer at 6:40 much
to the delight of a crowd of many New
Haven visitors who had seen the freshman
shine while at Wilbur Cross. Facing an 8
point deficit following a Brian Fitzpatrick
tip-in at 3:40, the Stags began to fight back.
George made a pair of foul shots. Pat Yerina, who had 15 points and 7 tough caroms
on the evening, hit a follow up to cut the
lead to 4 and brought the crowd to its feet.
Yale's Matt Whitehead was fouled following a George layup and missed the front
end of a one and one. Yerina grabbed the
rebound and the Stags called a time out.
"We were looking for George on the last
shot, but Pat must have felt some pressure,"
mused Mitch. Yerina's 14 footer fell short
and Yale had the ball. With the Stags in a
man-to-man defense, Bradford got picked
from behind. Whitehead was free and hit
a layup for the last of his team high 16
points. Bradford followed with another 22
footer but when Kasbar hit two foul shots
the coffin had been sealed. Kasbar held the
ball beneath the basket following a Tony
George hoop with 6 seconds left and the
Stags could only helplessly look on.

Ed Golden skies over Utica for a layup in Stags' homeopener. [Photo by Rerny Steiner]

Lady Stags feast
Continued from page 16

the red button and vaporized the Lady
Knights.
A Costa layup, a Rivers 15 footer, Turkalo for 2 off a Pellegrino miss, and a
Pellegrino 15 footer forced an F.D.U.
timeout with F.U. ahead 56-46. After the
futile breather by the Lady Knights, Costa
continued the onslaught with six points of
her own. A fastbreak layup assisted by
Pellegrino, and two bombs by Costa made

the score 64-46.
After two freebies for F.D.U., a beautiful feed to Costa from Pellegrino maintained the seventeen point bulge, and the
Lady Stags coasted to a 79-68 final.
Lady Stag Thumbnails:
FG% 31-56 (55%)
Rebounds: 48 (Turkalo 13, Voegler 9,
Trumbo 6)
Scoring Leaders: (Costa 17, Turkalo 14,
Rivers 13, Voegler 11, Pellegrino 10)
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This Week in Sports - All Games are Home

br—■

6th, 7lh, 8th
Women's Basketball—WARNER'S CLASSIC
W/URI, SETON HALL, DELAWARE, TBA

8th/Sunday
Men's Swimming—STAGS vs Prov, 1 p.m.
Women's Swimming—LADY STAGS vs. Prov., 11 a.m.

9th/Monday

10th/Tuesday

11th/Wednesday

Women's Swimming—LADY STAGS vs.
Connecticut College, 7 p.m.

Men's Basketball—STAGS vs. UConn at
New Haven Coliseum, 8 p.m.

Men's Swimming—STAGS vs.
Central Connecticut, 7 p.m.

Lady Stags
feast on
Lady Knights

Intramural
Happenings
by Rex Plec

by Dave DeFusco
Where shall we start? The guards? The
defense? The rebounding? Although it was
the Lady Stags' season opener, they played
as if they were in midseasori form in every
phase of the game against Farleigh
Dickinson. Starting the season without your
big women due to injuries is enough pressure, especially when the season is tabbed
as a rebuilding year. Yet the women in Red
and White have adapted to the absence of
Deb Hughes, Jen Noble, and Tracey
Bochek as easily and smoothly as shifting
from second to third gear, which doesn't
mean they are not missed.
Instead of a slow-down-set-it-up-inside
gameplan, the Lady Stags instilled a running game which resulted in many fastbreak
layups.
The addition of Patty Costa, who is an
integral part of the running attack, is like
finding gold in your backyard. The freshwoman from Andrew Warde High had the
poise and savvy of a veteran in last weeks
conquest of Fairleigh Dickinson. Leading
the F.U. attack with seventeen points, Costa,
was eight for ten from the field after coming off the bench early in the game. I suggest you frosh follow Costa, she's going to
break some records at F.U.
Nothing but accolades for veteran forwards Tasia Turkalo and Pam Rivers.
These two aren't dominating, they're gritty. For them it's dirt, sweat, and sore muscles. Turkalo had fourteen points and
thirteen rebounds in a game which Fairfield
had a 48-44 edge on the glass. Rivers had
thirteen points and was one of five in double figures. Rivers seemingly had a hand
on every pass thrown inside. Defensively,
she has good anticipation.
Terry Voegler is another blue-collar vet.
Although not as polished as a Turkalo or
Rivers, she is not afraid to mix it up inside.
Used very sparingly a year ago, Voegler
contributed eleven points, seven of which
enabled the Lady Stags to enjoy a 38-26 halftime lead.
The floor general of F.U. is sophomore
Dana Pellegrino. This Lady is a good passer. Her feeds to Turkalo and Rivers inside
and oudet passes on the break are sharp and
accurate. Pellegrino dished out nine assists,
in addition to five steals against F.D.U.
Opening away last week against F.D.U.,
the Lady Stags broke open a close game early. With 10:16 to play and a 16-12 lead,
Fairfield went on a 16-5 run. A Trumbo 10
footer, a Pellegrino layup, a Rivers layup
assisted by Karen Brandt, a Trish Barrett
basket off a Rivers miss, a Voegler can from
Pellegrino & converted freebie, and a Costa
fallaway on the baseline made it 32-17 with
2:48 to play. The half ended with the Lady
Stags leading 38-26 and in total control.
Fairfield torched the nets with 15 for 26
shooting from the field 58%, while F.D.U.
shot a shoddy 11 for 33 from the floor 33%.
The second half saw a commanding F.U.
lead deflate, only to be quickly reinflated.
With the Ladies in cruise control at 44-40,
a knee injury to guard Trish Barrett seemed
to take the steam out of Fairfield. The Lady
Knights proceeded to go on a 10-4 run.
With 13:29 left, F.D.U. had closed the gap
to 48-44. But the Lady Stags then pushed
Continued on page 15

Stags Dispense with Pioneers, 59-48
by Dave DeFusco
They couldn't lose this one. It wouldn't
have been right. It was the home opener,
you see. The home team isn't supposed to
lose their first game. Father Kelley was
there. 2,9231-don't-give-a-damn-what-thecall-is-rm-gonna -boo-the-ref-anyway fans
were there. It was our new head coach's first
game, and new head coach's don't lose their
first game. The sight of a dishoveled, open
tie, Buonaguro with the game ball firmly
tucked underneath his arm after the game
would only be appropriate. The Stags had
to win.
And win they did. After all the preseason speculation of what might be and what
might not be, after all the positive and not
so positive predictions, after the sincere attempt at a pep rally in the campus center
(why wasn't it in the gym a half an hour before game time?), the Stags were back in
action.
It was your basic home opener, too. With
the word defense surgically inserted into the
brain cells of each player, the Stags came
out charged emotionally, arms up in the air,
jersey to jersey with the Pioneers from Utica. It was their night. It was their gym. It
was their game- Jeff Gromos made sure of
that.
Gromos' 22 points, 9 rebounds (7 offensive) carried the Stags, while teammate Pat
Yerina supported Gromos' effort with 13
points and 8 rebounds.
The Stags jumped to an early 6-2 lead in
the first 2:46 of play as the result of a Yerina layup after a slick Gromos steal, and
pairs of free throws from George and Wynder (8 for 8 from the line) sandwiched
around a Jeter (Utica) 18 footer.
After a Krebs 12 footer to make it 6-4,
neither team scored for 2:55 until Troy
Bradford, in for Chip Simenz, wasted no
time and penetrated the zone for an 8 footer, followed by a Yerina pop from 15 feet
to give the Stags a 10-4 lead with 13:23 to
play.
The Pioneers then ran off eight straight
points resulting from a Jeter 3 point play
and Paul Brown free throws resulting from
two Tony George fouls. Tom Faber then
buried two jumpers from 10 and 15 feet to
put Utica up 12-10 with 8:43 to play in the
first half.
However the Stags, after a five minute
hiatus, answered with eight point flurry
which would put them ahead the rest of the
game. A Gromos layup assisted by Bradford, a Gromos 13 footer, a Yerina 12 footer, and a Woodtli 10 footer put the Stags
up 18-12 with 4:23 to play.
Utica followed with their own mini-spurt.
Lanky 6-8 Ulf Tornstrom buried a 15 footer and followed with a tip in to make it 18-16

with 3:03 left.
Troy Bradford, who couldn't get his jumper untracked, drew a foul with a drive and
canned two freebies. Gromos, then, followed with an excuse-me 14 footer and was
fouled. He converted the free throw to make
the score 23-16.
A Paul Brown layup off an errant Simenz
pass, and a Daryl Mackey 15 footer pulled
Utica to within 3, 23-20 with a minute to
play. But a Jeff Gromos 13 footer rounded
out the first half scoring and Fairfield led
25-20 going into intermission.
The second half opened with two Simenz
freebies. Utica then answered with 6
staight. Two Tornstrom free throws, a
Brown layup, and a Krebs jumper pulled
the Pioneers within one.
Yerina and Jeter traded jumpers before
Bradford and Golden entered the game for
Wynder and Simenz with 16:00 left and a
29-28 lead.
A Yerina spin in the lane for two was
countered by Tornstrom before a seven
point spurt by Fairfield gave the Stags a little breathing space.
A Gromos layup off a Golden m is
brought the crowd to its feet as he was
fouled in the process, and he converted the
freebie. A.J. Wynder then scored on a layup
after a Bradford pass was deflected, and
Gromos ended the short spree with a 5 footer after Golden had penetrated the defense
and dished off. With 13:21 to play F.U. led
38-30.
Utica and Fairfield each traded baskets
when Tony George, who was locked in a
freezer all night, bombed from 20 feet to
give the Stags an 8 point lead, 44-36, with
9:53 to play.
Andy Woodtli and Pat Yerina entered at
8:13 for Gromos and Tom Squeri (0-2, 7
min., 1 turnover). Yerina quickly hit for
2, which was followed by a Paul Brown 3
point play to make the score 48-43.
Troy Bradford then reentered the game
for Tony George, who just had an off night,
with 5:46 to play. After trading free throws
and baskets, Ed Golden fed Gromos nicely
underneath for 2 to expand the F.U. lead
to 51-46 with three minutes to play. Two
Wynder free throws and a Gromos layup
off a Golden miss made it 55-46 with a little over a minute to play, and the Stags were
firmly in control.
Stag Thumbnails:
FG% 21-53 (39.6%) (Gromos 10-19,
Yerina 6-12)
FT% 17-18 (91%) (Wynder 8 for 8)
Assists: 16 (Wynder 7)
Turnovers: 8 (Simenz 3, Gromos 2)
Steals: 9 (Gromos 3, Wynder 3)
Rebounds: 32 (Gromos 9, Yerina 8)

Back again is Rex after a hiatus of work
and books. How much has transpired since
then? A lot, say the intramural combatants
of soccer, waterpolo, and basketball, as
well as raquetball and tennis.
For starters is the Waterpolo scene which
features last season's finalist, the SEA
MONKEYS, and the powerful NUMAII.
How powerful is NUMA II? In their two
playoff games, they have drowned the competition by a combined score of 25-2 . In
comparison, John Gargana's MONKEYS
have had hotly contested battles, defeating
G-FORCE, 6-5 and submerging CROCKADILE ROCK, 5-4. The never say die attitude of Gargana's primates may be tough
for NUMA II's offense, but look for the
Loyola-based NUMA's to be crowned the
champs.
Soccer has achieved a degree of parity
this season, as many alleged powers have
been beaten by mergers or newcomers. Yet
in the women's division, the defending
champion CUBSCOUTS are 4-0, and will
face their nearest competitor, SPIKE, who
are at 2-1.
In the men's bracket, the defending champion GUMB Y'S lead their Wednesday night
league despite losing their first game of the
season 3-2 to the NO NAMES. The NO
NAMES are also at 3-1 on Wednesday
night. Last season's bridesmaids were
MANCHESTER UNITED, and they face
their toughest test when they battle the 3-0
FERG'S BACK. Bozzi's UNITED are on
the brink of elimination as a newcomer
senior crew, T.K.O. finished at 3-1, gaining the other playoff spot.
Dave Grewcock's HOTEL ZIMBABWEE is 4-0 on Tuesday nights, and has put
out the No Vacancy sign on their competition.
Basketball has also come of age, with
many closely played games on all levels.
In the Wednesday night women's division,
MR. TOM'S TURKEY BARBEQUE,
spearheaded by head chef Maggie Kilbridge
and head waitress Linda Judge, have entered play this season at 3-0. Their biggest
win so far was a 36-34 blasting of the twotime runners-up, the FUGWIMES. In the
Thursday women's league, SKIPPER'S
CREW again has a gridlock on the division.
However the two-time defending champs
are playing without the services of Mary
Faruggio, matriculating in Europe, and
with only the partial services of Jan
"Hopalong" Kendall.
In the Men's play, TERRY'S KIDS have
overcome their grief of losing last year's title A bout, and have whisked their way to
the top of their league. Sunday night C's
have the FALCONS doing better than their
NFL counterparts with a first place ranking at 3-0. The BOMBERS, the ROOF, and
the SUPREME COURT have overruled
their way to their respective B league first
places, and Frank Hand has proven once
again, that old football champs don't die,
they go on to win other championships, as
his MOHA'S HOBBIE has made the B
league elite with a 3-0 mark. The D league
powerhouse this year are the POTATOE
HEADS, led by Rich Craig, and are at 4-0.
Happy Holidays and Examinations from
your Rec Plex staff. For this year, this was,
and is, Rex Plec.

